IJAET-International journal of Advances in Engineering and Technology make up a new and rather revolutionary way to scientific publication. This option opens several quite interesting possibilities to disseminate openly and freely new knowledge and even to facilitate interpersonal communication among scientists.
IJAET-International journal of Advances in Engineering and Technology is extremely useful for graduate students, investigators and all other interested persons to read important scientific articles. The research articles of IJAET-International journal of Advances in Engineering and Technology, Indeed, span a wide range of area and of high quality. This is specially a must for researchers belonging to institutions with limited library facility and funding to subscribe scientific journals.
IJAET—International journal of Advances in Engineering and Technology represent a major break-through in publishing. They provide easy access to the latest research on a wide variety of issues. Relevant and timely articles are made available in a fraction of the time taken by more conventional publishers. Articles are of uniformly high quality and written by the world's leading authorities.
International Journal of Advances In Engineering and Technology is adopting latest development technologies in order to ensure objectives of IJAET, IJAET use latest development technologies to build its system and solutions that deliver authoritative content of the highest quality, thus enabling our professional customers to find the essential data, analysis and commentary to support their decisions.
International journal of Advances in Engineering and Technology have transformed the way scientific data is published and disseminated: particularly, whilst ensuring a high quality standard and transparency in the editorial process, they have increased the access to the scientific literature by those researchers that have limited library support or that are working on small budgets.
International journal of Advances in Engineering and Technology aims to integrate theoretical research with industrial development by giving an organizational frame for carrying out big and integrated projects those are beyond the manpower of single research groups.

URL: http://www.ijaet.org
E-mail: editor@ijaet.org
       submission@ijaet.org
IJAET-International journal of Advances in Engineering and Technology has become a fundamental tool for students, researchers, freelancers and the general public. Many people from institutions which do not have library or cannot afford to subscribe scientific International journal of Advances in Engineering and Technology benefit of them on a daily basis. The articles are among the best and cover most scientific areas.